Warrantless Surveillance under Section 702 of the FISA Amendments Act: Myths and Facts

+ **Myth:** Surveillance conducted under Section 702 is aimed at foreigners, and any collection of Americans’ communications is accidental.
+ **Reality:** A June 2015 letter from Director of National Intelligence James R. Clapper confirms that one of the major uses of the Section 702 surveillance programs is to enable the intelligence agencies and the FBI to conduct warrantless searches of Americans’ communications with people outside the US.¹

+ **Myth:** The NSA’s Section 702 surveillance programs are targeted.
+ **Reality:** Through Upstream surveillance, the NSA seizes virtually all Internet-based communications flowing into or out of the United States, and searches the content of those that are text-based, such as e-mails and instant messages.² The Washington Post examined 160,000 e-mails and instant messenger conversations collected under Section 702 between 2009 and 2012, and found that 90 percent of the communications the government had captured and retained were from online accounts not belonging to foreign surveillance targets. Nearly half of the files contained information belonging to US citizens or residents.³ Section 702 has been used to collect information based on non-individualized identifiers such as the IP address of a computer server used by hundreds of people, or malware signatures (unique strings of computer code).⁴

+ **Myth:** Section 702 surveillance is conducted only to prevent or detect terrorism.
+ **Reality:** The NSA can engage in warrantless spying under Section 702 as long as “a significant purpose” of the surveillance is to obtain broadly defined “foreign intelligence information.” Foreign intelligence is defined to include purposes beyond terrorism, such as information about US foreign affairs that may be transmitted by journalists or activists.⁵

+ **Myth:** The FISA Court serves as an effective check on the NSA’s Section 702 surveillance powers.
+ **Reality:** The FISA Court approves the NSA’s procedures for selecting targets but does not approve the targets themselves. (It also approves “minimization procedures” that permit the retention and sharing of information on Americans that is acquired through this surveillance.)⁶ Additionally, as Court documents confirm, the NSA has misled the Court on multiple occasions about how it conducts surveillance operations.⁷

+ **Myth:** Evidence collected through warrantless Section 702 surveillance is not used to prosecute and imprison people in the United States.
+ **Reality:** Based on the public record, there appear to be more than a dozen cases in which evidence obtained through or derived from warrantless Section 702 surveillance has been used in US prosecutions.⁸

---

prosecutions. Although the Justice Department has notified a small number of defendants that evidence against them was discovered through Section 702, the Department’s policy regarding when it will provide such notification has not yet been disclosed, and there is evidence that the Department has failed to provide appropriate notification in cases where information derived from Section 702 surveillance was used.

*Myth:* US Internet companies are unscathed by the US government’s use of Section 702 to force them to turn over customers’ private data.

*Reality:* A 2014 analysis by New America’s Open Technology Institute found that US technology companies, particularly in the cloud computing sector, are likely to lose billions of dollars in revenue due to the US’ warrantless surveillance. Moreover, Section 702 surveillance has now prompted the Court of Justice of the European Union to strike down the Safe Harbor Agreement, which allowed companies to transfer data from the EU to the United States. This is likely to create enormous economic burdens for US companies.
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